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Yuengling (can) $3.50 
 

Ah, the classic American sidewalk food 
shack.  Hell, ya.  Quite a contrast to the 

big (and big-buck) eatery.  Here, you are 

not paying for AC, or wait staff, or full-
size lot rent, or atmosphere.  You're 

paying, mostly, for your food (and 
beer).  As a result, you're paying less for 

food (and beer).   
 

And, according to their sign, their Conch Fritters are the "Best Ever."  It's in 
quotes, so they can't be challenged in court over the claim.  All it takes is for 

one person, even the cook's mama, to answer, "Best Ever," to the question, 
"How’re yer damn fritters?" and you can legally post that. 

 
You can't find fault with the claim "other world famous fare" (not in quotes 

on their sign) because hamburgers and hot dogs are world famous.  Maybe 
their hamburgers and their hot dogs don't specifically qualify, but the sign 

has enough professional ambiguity to get 'em through. 

 
They also tried to use "plethora" -- of my favorite vocab words when I was a 

teacher -- but they didn't quite use it right.  Still, not a bad try, and no one 
but me would fret about it anyway. 

 
That whole food concept was nice and all, but a cold and refreshing malt 

beverage was what we craved (crove?) as B&J and I walked here from 
Cheeseburger KW.  When we laid eyes on the beer menu sign -- with its 

header, CHEAP BEER -- we were thrilled.  Brian, especially, rejoiced.  "I'm 
drinking a Coors Light Tall Boy and it only cost me $3.50!  I could become a 

regular here!"   
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For my own part, the same price for a Yuengling can seemed OK.  It's 

refreshing when beer and tip still gives you change from your finner.  One 
slight drawback to my bargain beer, however, was that it was frrrozzzenn. 

Yuengling Slush.  Yay.  The cook was a good Joe about it and offered me a 
switch-out, but I said, "no, man, it's a hot night, I'm diggin' the slush," and 

persevered.  First slushie of the Tour! 
 

It was good, in a weird kinda way.  Strange, though, how beer doesn't do 
alternate service style very well.  Through a straw?  Ugh.  It worked well 

enough as a high school kid with your McDonald's Big Gulp cup as you came 
back for the second half of the basketball game (or as a HS teacher who was 

videotaping said basketball game and wanted to sip some surreptitious suds 
on said duty). 

 
On ice?  Really?  Beer on the rocks?  Marty does it, but people aren't exactly 

lining up to Be Like Marty.  A regular at the Lazy Gecko, he adamantly and 

defiantly drinks Rolling Rock on the 
rocks.  His objections to people's 

objections make sense -- keeps it 
cold, yeah; doesn't sit long enough 

to get watered down, yeah; doesn't 
change the taste, yeah, I guess; 

have you ever tried it, no -- but it 
just doesn't seem right.   

 
If you're going to drink beer on ice, 

it almost seems better to do it 
through a straw, making a quasi-

positive out of two queasy 
negatives. 

 

Now, with the slushy beer, there is 
none of the dilution that you could 

get with the iced-down approach.  It's all just beer, even the frozen part, 
and when it thaws out, it will be beer again, albeit a good bit flatter. 

 
If I were at The Conch Shack only for beer, I probably would have protested 

the Yuengcicle and insisted on a more liquid fluid, but this place was hissing 
sweet seduction in my ear:  burrrrgerrrrr, juicy dripping sloppy burrrrgerrrr. 

No place says Burger like a sidewalk food shack.  No fancy, big money, high-
falootin', 21st century gourmet kitchen shit here; just a well-scorched slab of 

iron that will work every molecule of meat and turn it into an orgy of sizzling 
fatty flavor.  How could I resist?  I ordered a Double -- for only eight bucks! 

Such a deal I have fo’ you!   
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So we took a couple of seats on the sidewalk side, in the shade, and 
watched the show.  I never get tired of people-watching on Duval.  Some 

days are pretty mellow, with ordinary people just shuffling about, but I still 
like seeing their faces, sunglasses, flip-flops, and red sunburn lines.   

 
Most of all, I like reading their t-shirts.  You can learn a lot about a person 

by his apparel in general, but there is no greater personal billboard than the 
t-shirt.  Funny, trendy, sporty, regional, or shameless advertising, you shout 

it out to the world when you wear it on your shirt.  Many a good 
conversation has been started over a Red Sox shirt.  I think I'll make a 

Greenland shirt and see how many people walk up to me and say, "Heyyyy, 
I’m from there too!  What part?"   

 
My Gling was just about thawed when my Double Cheeseburger arrived.  

The Classic small cardboard plate made it look even bigger.  And it came 

with one way-too-wimpy napkin.  That was laughable.  This burger was a 
true beast.  I reared back and launched into it with my best manly munch. 

Mayo, chopped lettuce, and melted cheese gushed in all directions.  That 
puny napkin was done already.  This repast was gonna need a freaking roll 

of paper towels, baybee.   
 

With each bite, I gained a little more control over it.  Less gush and drip, 
more down the gullet.  Chomp and slurp, chomp and slurp, wolf that sucker 

down.  I didn't say more than ten words the whole time.  It was Homer-
esque.  Ahh, the pure joy of being a gluttonous carnivore.  I don't do it 

often, out of respect for my senescent heart and body, but once in a while, it 
is a damn fine time. 

 
I did procure several more napkins before all was said and done.  My feast 

may have leaned the Conch Shack a bit towards "restaurant" over "bar" but 

Brian removed all doubt:  "I bought a beer, and I sat here on a high stool 
with my elbows on the counter.  Where else could I do that but at a bar?” 

Well said, co-hopper!   
 

Even though they are a low-tech, cash-only place, the Shack does have its 
own webpage.  What doesn't these days, hm?  I just have to wonder, 

though, in their header pic, what mountain is that in the distance beyond the 
beach?  Trashmore? 

 

 


